EMPLOYMENT/HR
SUPPORT FOR THE
GAMING INDUSTRY
Consistently ranked as one of the UK’s top employment teams, Joelson regularly provides
outstanding commercial advice to its national and international clients. The team has
particular expertise in the gaming sector and frequently advises on both contentious
and non-contentious matters. The team also has specialist knowledge in advising on
employment law issues in connection with corporate transactions.

Why Joelson?
We have experience working on behalf of employers in the gaming sector on a broad range
of issues, our specialist advice extends beyond day-to-day employment law matters. We
regularly advise on all aspects of employment law, including sector specific advice such as:
• incentive/benefit schemes
• intellectual property issues
• staff retention
• employee compliance with regulatory requirements

We can also provide tactical advice on litigious employment matters and
regularly deliver practical, commercial solutions for our clients.
Joelson fight your corner through thick and thin, do so
proactively with effectiveness, and take bullets for you
along the way. What else can a start-up wish for…
George Georgiopoulos, Founder and Director

Working With You
At Joelson the client comes first; we understand that no two businesses are the same, which
is why we provide bespoke services and advice to assist with the implementation of effective
HR policy with the aim of ensuring our clients’ exposure to legal risk is minimised. Time and
time again our proactive advice and the implementation of effective policy has prevented
our clients from being penalised, financially or otherwise.

Flexibility
Our team has the breadth of experience and in-depth knowledge to advise a wide range of
employers in the gaming sector, from start-ups to large established businesses. We anticipate
our clients’ needs and provide advice tailored to meet their specific requirements. Our services
are competitively priced and we always aim to deliver within budget and on time.

Our Team
The quality of our employment team has been recognised in
The Legal 500, the leading independent guide to the UK’s
best law firms. The department is led by David Greenhalgh. David
is listed in the Telegraph’s Super Lawyers Guide and is a regular
contributor to the Financial Times.
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